We have studied the effect of generative-pulse amplitude, spatial profile, and temporal character as well as medium optical thickness on the power of photon and stimulated echoes. Working in atomic Yb vapor, photon echoes are observed that, absent material relaxation, are more powerful than the first generative pulse, thereby exceeding typically expected photon-echo powers by approximately two orders of magnitude. Factors crucial to the generation of powerful echoes identified through Maxwell-Bloch simulation are experimentally confirmed. ͓S1050-2947͑99͒51308-5͔ PACS number͑s͒: 42.50. Md, 42.65.Ϫk Since their first observation in 1964 ͓1͔ optical coherent transients have held intrinsic interest from a phenomenological point of view, have proven useful as a tool for measuring various material parameters, and have received attention as the basis of various proposed signal processing ͓2-5͔, information storage ͓6-8͔, and optical beam control devices ͓9͔. In many envisioned applications, the output signal is either a reproduction or a processed modification of one generative input signal. We call the input signal, which is in some manner reproduced, the data signal. The power difference between the data and output signals is important in the device context as it represents an insertion loss. The widespread belief that optical coherent transient signals regenerate only a small portion of the energy contained in a data signal has contributed to the perception that transient processes have limited practical applicability.
Since their first observation in 1964 ͓1͔ optical coherent transients have held intrinsic interest from a phenomenological point of view, have proven useful as a tool for measuring various material parameters, and have received attention as the basis of various proposed signal processing ͓2-5͔, information storage ͓6-8͔, and optical beam control devices ͓9͔. In many envisioned applications, the output signal is either a reproduction or a processed modification of one generative input signal. We call the input signal, which is in some manner reproduced, the data signal. The power difference between the data and output signals is important in the device context as it represents an insertion loss. The widespread belief that optical coherent transient signals regenerate only a small portion of the energy contained in a data signal has contributed to the perception that transient processes have limited practical applicability.
We undertake here an experimental and theoretical study of photon and stimulated echo power compared to that of input data signals. The specific concern is to identify those conditions that lead to the production of echo signals having a power comparable to or larger than the data signal. Interestingly, it is found that echoes can be generated that have powers as high or higher than associated data signals, provided a number of parameters are controlled. We note that various approaches were previously suggested to enhance the echo signal size, including using inverted media ͓10͔, placing the sample in an optical cavity ͓11͔, and utilizing auxiliary optical amplification ͓12͔.
An important parameter controlling maximal echo size is the optical thickness of the generative medium ͓13-16͔. Limited by a variety of assumptions, it has been believed that echo sizes are maximized at ␣LϷ1 ͓15͔, where ␣ is the medium's absorption coefficient at the generative signal's frequency and L is the medium's length. Only recently has work based on the integration of the Maxwell-Bloch equations shown deviation from this long standing notion ͓17-19͔, indicating that ␣LϾ1 uniquely provides for echo/data signal power ratios ͑echo efficiencies͒ having values up to, and exceeding, unity. Interestingly, previous experimental echo studies in optically thick media, including gas ͓20͔ and ion-doped optical fiber ͓21,22͔, have demonstrated echo efficiencies of only 10% or less even after accounting for material relaxation. We note that the ␣LϾ1 domain has been shown to support certain characteristic behaviors, including ␣L-dependent nonexponential decay ͓23,24͔ and multiple echoes ͓22,25͔, as well as echo timing and shape modifications ͓25͔.
Both photon echoes and stimulated echoes are studied in our experiment. There are two ͑three͒ generative input pulses in the photon-echo ͑stimulated echo͒ case, and the first ͑sec-ond͒ generative pulse is here called the data pulse. The other input pulses are called reference pulses and usually contain more energy than the data pulse. The echo power efficiency E e is the ratio of the peak echo power P e to the peak data pulse power P d measured before the generative medium. We use i and i to represent the pulse area ͑at the center of the transverse spatial profile͒ and temporal width of the ith generative pulse, and i j to represent the time delay between the centers of the ith and jth generative pulses.
In our experiment the output of a ring dye laser is tuned to the 556-nm ( 1 S 0 -3 P 1 ) transition of
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Yb with a radiative lifetime of 875 ns. This atomic system was first employed in the photon-echo study of atomic-coherence preserving collisions ͓26͔. The dye laser output is gated by a 12-nsswitching-time, acousto-optic modulator to produce echogenerative pulses. The generative pulses are spatially filtered, collimated to a full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ diameter D 0 Ϸ4.5 mm, and passed through an iris of diameter D I ͑see Fig. 1͒ whose aperture plane is imaged with unity spatial and angular magnification into the center of a stainless-steel gas cell that contains Yb in its natural isotopic abundance. With the iris aperture set to D I Ϸ2 mm, the value used except where otherwise noted, pulses with a transverse intensity variation of less than 15% are realized. A quarter-wave plate circularly polarizes the pulses prior to their entry into the Yb cell. A magnetic field of Ϸ10 G applied along the optical propagation direction provides definition to the quantization scheme wherein the circularly polarized generative pulses couple the ground state to only one of the three m J FIG. 1. Schematic of beam-shaping input optics, vapor cell, and detection. APD, avalanche photodiode; /4, quarter-wave plate; pump, diffusion pump.
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PHYSICAL REVIEW A AUGUST 1999 VOLUME 60, NUMBER 2 PRA 60 1050-2947/99/60͑2͒/757͑4͒/$15.00 R757 ©1999 The American Physical Society levels in the 3 P 1 state. The output signal is detected by an avalanche photodiode and electronically amplified. The Yb cell temperature controls the Yb vapor pressure within the cell and hence the medium's optical thickness ␣L. Maximum achievable beam-center resonant Rabi frequencies were in the range of 7-10 MHz.
In Fig. 2 , we compare measured and simulated photonecho efficiencies as a function of ␣L for 2 ϭ and /2. The simulation results are obtained by numerical integration of the Maxwell-Bloch equations ͓19͔. The solid ͑dashed͒ lines represent simulations that account for ͑exclude͒ relaxation in the medium. The ϫ's represent measured values. The relaxation model includes the spontaneous radiative decay of the upper atomic state and the loss of atomic population in the active volume arising from transverse atomic motion. The latter relaxation effect has been investigated in Refs. ͓27͔ and ͓28͔ and is here statistically modeled based on a MaxwellBoltzmann velocity distribution. Collisional effects are ignored. For ␣LϾ1, the relaxation model considered predicts nonexponential decay of the echo signal as a function of 12 . This effect has been noted previously ͓23͔ and must be considered in deducing unrelaxed echo power. The experimental parameters are 1 ϭ150 ns, 2 ϭ50 ns and 12 ϭ600 ns. The energy content of the input data pulse is approximately 0.8% that of the input reference pulse.
The experimental and relaxation-inclusive simulations ͑solid lines͒ are in agreement. With this verification of the theoretical model it is reasonable to conclude that efficiencies given by the dashed line would be observed in the absence of the radiative and transit time relaxation mechanisms. Note that for ␣LϾ1 and 2 ϭ echo efficiencies exceed unity.
We now investigate the population inversion before and after emission of the photon echo. In Fig. 3 the population inversion w is plotted as a function of atom-field detuning ⌬ for times after the second generative pulse but prior to the echo ͑upper dashed line͒ and after the echo ͑upper solid line͒. Also shown is the difference ␦w between the upper dashed and solid lines ͑lower solid line͒. The horizontal scale is normalized to ⌬ 1 , the FWHM of the data pulse's power spectrum. The oscillatory character in the post-echo population inversion arises from the fact that the echo field-medium interaction is coherent. The parameters used in the simulation here are ␣Lϭ3, 1 ϭ/20, 2 ϭ, and 1 / 2 ϭ10. No relaxation is considered in this simulation. Figure 3 shows that the generative pulses create a positive population inversion and that the inversion is depleted in the course of echo emission. Energy is thus transferred from the generative pulses ͑primarily the second͒ to the echo via the medium. Further simulations show that the generative-pulseto-echo energy transfer occurs only when wϾ0 over most of the data pulse bandwidth. Substantial increase of echo size is possible in an optically thick medium, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . However, if the generative pulses are not strong enough to invert most atoms in the data pulse bandwidth, then the medium remains absorptive and attenuates the echo. This effect is evident in Fig. 2͑b͒ , where the generative pulses have insufficient area to produce substantial inversion. Further simulation also indicates that the energy transfer process is insensitive to the relative phase between the generative pulses. With otherwise identical parameters, changing the relative phase over a range of 0 to yields no perceivable difference in echo power efficiency. It should be pointed out that the energy transfer process is not a simple laser gain effect. Laser gain describes an incoherent atom-field interaction. In the present case, the full atomic coherence is preserved. It is only the average over the atom-field detuning that removes dependence on the generative pulse relative phase.
As pointed out in our previous simulation study ͓19͔, the relative temporal widths of the first and second generative pulses have a strong effect on echo power efficiency. In Fig.  4 we explore the effect of the width ratio 1 / 2 on the photon-echo power efficiency. The observed relative echo efficiency is plotted versus 1 / 2 with fixed 2 ϭ50 ns for two different ␣L values. Here 2 Ϸ. The first generative pulse power is fixed and 1 Ϸ( 1 /400 ns). The echo power efficiency increases with 1 / 2 at a rate that increases with ␣L. This is consistent with our previous prediction ͓19͔ that the condition 2 Ӷ 1 is essential to efficient echo generation. Large 1 / 2 implies that the bandwidth of the second generative pulse exceeds the one of the first generative ͑data͒ pulse and therefore rephases its entire spectral content.
The variation of echo efficiency as a function of change of population inversion ␦w after the photon echo generation. The horizontal scale is normalized to ⌬ 1 , the FWHM of the data pulse's power spectrum.
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PRA 60 WANG, GREINER, BOCHINSKI, AND MOSSBERG generative-pulse transverse-intensity profile is shown in Fig.  5 . In Fig. 5͑a͒ we plot the observed relative echo power efficiency versus
, the generative pulses have a tophat-like ͑Gaussian-like͒ transverse intensity profile. Measurements were obtained with beam-center areas 1 Ϸ0.3 and 2 Ϸ, generative pulse durations 1 ϭ90 ns and 2 ϭ50 ns, and a delay of 12 ϭ600 ns. According to our previous simulations ͓19͔, generative fields with a top-hat-like transverse intensity profile generally yield high echo power efficiency. To remove transit-time relaxation effects that vary with D I /D 0 and complicate the data of Fig. 5͑a͒ , we show in Fig.  5͑b͒ the relative relaxation-compensated echo power efficiency E e * , calculated using the data in Fig. 5͑a͒ and echo decay rates estimated from experimentally measured echo size versus 12 . This correction does not account for nonexponential behavior in the variation of echo power versus 12 and is thus approximate. For both ␣L values, the echo efficiency is found to be approximately 2-3 times higher with the smallest D I /D 0 ͑top-hat-like͒ than with the largest D I /D 0 ͑Gaussian-like͒. As discussed elsewhere ͓19͔, the dependence of echo efficiency on transverse intensity profile follows from the need for the second generative pulse to have a specific area to ensure maximal echo efficiency. This is not possible with a spatially varying transverse intensity profile.
In Figs. 6͑a͒ ͓6͑b͔͒, we show the single-event recordings of the transmitted optical power versus time of two ͑three͒ generative input fields and the respondent photon ͑stimu-lated͒ echoes. In each plot the right ͑left͒ trace is recorded when the laser frequency is resonant with ͑well detuned from͒ the Doppler broadened atomic resonance. The left traces thus correspond to the unattenuated generative fields. For Fig. 6͑a͒ , where 1 ϭ210 ns, 2 ϭ60 ns, 12 ϭ500 ns, 1 Ϸ0.4, 2 Ϸ, and ␣LϷ1.6, one finds in relative units a peak echo power P e of ϳ1.1 and a peak data pulse power P d of ϳ5. When the echo power is multiplied by a factor to compensate for relaxation effects, the corresponding echo efficiency is 1.7. For Fig. 6͑b͒ where the parameters are 1 ϭ35 ns, 2 ϭ90 ns, 3 ϭ38 ns, 12 ϭ350 ns, 23 ϭ550 ns, 1 Ϸ1.8, 2 Ϸ0.45, 3 Ϸ2.0, and ␣LϷ1.6, one finds that in relative units P e Ϸ2.0 and P d Ϸ50. Compensation for medium relaxation gives a stimulated echo efficiency of 0.7.
In Fig. 6͑c͒ , with left and right traces as in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒, we show the stimulated echo generated by a data ͑sec-ond͒ field comprised of a multitude of subpulses. The subpulses, representative of binary data, are clearly reproduced in the echo signal, as indicated by the two arrows. Here 2 ϭ90 ns ( 2 Ϸ0.4) represents the width ͑area͒ of each subpulse and 12 ϭ350 ns ( 23 ϭ950 ns͒ is the separation between the first subpulse and the first ͑third͒ generative field. The separation between the two subpulses is 200 ns. The other parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 6͑b͒ . Based on the first subpulse, in relative units, P e Ϸ0.6 and P d Ϸ50, which after adjusting for relaxation yields a stimulated echo efficiency of 0.7.
In summary, it has been experimentally demonstrated that relaxation-compensated echo powers can be comparable to or larger than input data signal powers, provided the generative medium is optically thick. In the stimulated echo case, efficient echo signals are shown to retain the ability to reproduce the temporal profile of a data signal. The generative pulse parameters consistent with efficient echo generation, theoretically predicted elsewhere ͓19͔, are now experimentally verified. The medium dynamics that provide for an echo signal to be more energetic than an input data pulse are discussed especially in relation to coherently depleted inversion effects. High efficiency is especially important in potential application areas such as optical time-delayed amplification where data pulse and echo comprise inputs and outputs, while the reference pulse͑s͒ serve the function of a local power source.
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